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Report on the North American Conference, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 22–24 March 2019

by Deb Fisher

ay 201 of my term as Chair (please don’t check my
D
arithmetic)
People in Boston seem very friendly and polite, always

holding doors open for us. I do not think it can be because
they recognise me as Chair of the Barbara Pym Society. The
immigration officer at the airport did not
seem to have heard of us, after Husband
proudly answered the ‘What is the purpose
of your visit?’ question with ‘My wife is
attending a conference at Harvard’.
The venue for this evening’s opening
session of the 2019 North American
Conference is the Church of the Advent, a
short walk from our hotel. On entering the
parish hall, at first I do not recognise anyone,
but then I spot Jane Peyton, ‘the Booze
Lady’, and am pleased to learn that she is
giving us a sherry tasting, with the raw
material supplied by ‘Classical Wines from
Spain Ltd’, a firm in Seattle (where
apparently sherry is very big at the moment).
The church itself is grand but somewhat echoey, which
makes it sometimes difficult to catch every word in the three
winning entries from this year’s Ellen Miller Short Story
Competition that are read out to us. Nevertheless, there are
lots of laughs. The third-place winner, Diane Alimena, is
present to read out her own story, and does so with panache.
The committee of the North American Chapter is called
the Board, which sounds frighteningly efficient. And they
are. None of this ‘muddling through’ that is so common in
Pym novels and in Britain as a whole. Everything runs like
clockwork. And if any diversion threatens to affect the
timetable, Tom Sopko, our North American organizer, is
there with the school bell to remind us of our
responsibilities!
Saturday (I have now completely lost track of time)
I head off alone, by subway, to get to Harvard in time for
the continental breakfast that awaits us at the prestigious
Harvard Law School building (which I am advised by my
written directions is ‘Romanesque’). Suffice it to say, the
refreshments bear little resemblance to ‘continental
breakfasts I have known’, but they are enjoyable and
plentiful.
One of the joys of every conference is seeing my great
friend Yvonne Cocking, who is giving the opening talk.
Yvonne has printed off the content multiple times, but she is
a perfectionist and expresses dissatisfaction with all of the
versions she has to hand. Despite having printed out my
copy in black and white (after Yvonne had carefully
distinguished my part and Dan DiPietro’s part with red and
green text respectively), I stumble through my share of the
quotations, carefully holding down the button on the desk
microphone so I feel as though I am speaking at the UN.
After we finish the session, I feel that I have been in the
presence of a true scholar, so comprehensive is Yvonne’s
analysis of the work carried out by Hazel Holt in editing
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Crampton Hodnet for publication. Some of the bits left out
are worth serious examination.
I am glad we are doing Crampton Hodnet. I read it when
it first came out, before I had read Jane and Prudence, and
have always thought it hilarious. Come to think of it, that’s
probably why I’m not a great fan of Jane
and Prudence; perhaps I will be converted
by this year’s Oxford conference.
Next, a different kind of lecture, from our
longtime friend and collaborator, Kathy
Ackley, whose friendly, gentle style of
speaking would endear her to the audience
even if she didn’t always find such
interesting things to say. Her session on
‘Bits of Brilliance in Crampton Hodnet’ fills
me with admiration.
To get our lunch, most of us choose to
walk through the ‘tunnels’, underground
corridors leading from one building to
another, presumably to save students and
academic staff from the worst excesses of
the weather. It had in fact snowed the previous night, but the
weather for the weekend was sunny and almost warm at
times. En route, we pass rows of framed photographs of
famous law professors, including Arthur R Miller, former
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husband of the much-missed Ellen Miller, founder of the
North American Chapter of the Barbara Pym Society.
The afternoon session consists of a further two talks, the
first by Jane Peyton on the role played by sherry in our set
novel. As well as keeping us laughing with her analysis of
the significance of the sherry bottle on Miss Doggett’s
sideboard, she gives us a potted history of the drink and its
popularity in Britain. I feel taken back in time to my
grandparents’ house, where a bottle of Harvey’s Bristol
Cream was kept in a glass-fronted cupboard to be brought
out only on very special occasions or perhaps when the redfaced doctor or a chapel elder came to call (not all
Presbyterians are teetotal).
Saturday’s final speaker is a newcomer to the conference,
the Revd Richard McKeon, who leaps onto the podium
looking very dapper and reminiscent of Henry Harvey in his
bow tie and treats us to a fascinating exposition of ‘Houses
of Mirth. The Role of Architecture, Buildings and their
Settings in Crampton Hodnet’, raising topics that had never
occurred to me before.

Friday night sherry party
And so on to the break, where people go their different
ways for a couple of hours before dinner, which is held at
the nearby Sheraton Commander Hotel. I catch up with Tom
Sopko and other friends in the bar, where we enjoy cocktails
before being seated in the next room for the meal. What a
dinner it is! A crisp green salad. Perfectly cooked chicken
with roasted root vegetables and creamy mashed potato. All
followed by a chocolate mousse to die for.
Sunday (the day after Saturday)
I can’t believe we have only half a day left. I met so many
people yesterday, some of them members I had last met in
2013 when they came over to Oxford for the centenary (we
reminisce about the boat trip that never reached its
destination …). Others were people I had never met before,
but hope to meet again in the future, either in the UK or the
US. Everyone struggles to avoid discussing politics; the UK
and the US have parallel problems, but members are
respectful of others’ personal views, just as excellent women
and men should be.
First up this morning is another new speaker, Dr Heather
McNaugher, who claims to be anxious about how her talk
will go down because some of the content has been
‘scooped’ by previous speakers, but proceeds to hold the
audience rapt for an hour (that’s when we are not rolling in
the aisles) with her examination of ‘Acceptance as Irony’ in
Crampton Hodnet. She introduces us to Pym’s clever use of
‘indirect discourse’, not something I’d ever really thought
about.
This leads in nicely to the dramatised readings, adapted
from the novel by the pen of Dan DiPietro, with Yvonne
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Cocking as narrator. The other actors, Rita Phillips, Tim
Burnett, Gloria Nakamura, Charles Gilbert, Florie Seery,
Ann DiPietro and Deirdre Bryan-Brown, make up an
appealing cast as the Mighty Pym Players embark on the
performance of ‘A Don’s Dubious Dalliance and The
Curate’s Curious Companion’. A wonderful end to a
wonderful conference as the assembled company sings
‘Unsuitable Things’ (Tom Sopko’s version of ‘My Favourite
Things’). Well, not quite the end. There was still brunch to
be enjoyed, in the same lovely venue as the previous
evening’s dinner. Brunch is not something we have yet
mastered in the UK, but I tried my best to do justice to it.

Simon, the church cat, who has his own web page:
theadventboston.org/clergy-and-staff/simon-the-church-cat/
My day was not over. Along with BJ Wagner, our
esteemed conference photographer, I went off to the Harvard
Natural Science Museum to see the famous ‘glass
flowers’ (actually plants of all kinds, including rotting fruit!)
before meeting up with Tom Sopko, Gloria Nakamura and
Betty Zausner later in the evening for one final meal and
chat before we all went our separate ways. Mine led back to
the Omni Parker House hotel in downtown Boston, with
Monday free for sightseeing, and eventually to the airport
for an overnight flight to Heathrow. Whether I will have the
opportunity to make this journey again remains to be seen,
but I do hope so.

Crampton Hodnet:
Too Outdated for Publication?

by Yvonne Cocking
rampton Hodnet was started in 1939 and finished in
the early years of World War II. Barbara Pym did not
begin until 1948 the notebooks in which it is possible to
follow the course of some of her novels, and there is little in
her diaries about her work. However, she does record in
December 1939: ‘In my bath determined to finish my
Oxford novel and send it on the rounds.’ But the exigencies
of war prevented her doing so.
When she reviewed her early work after the war she
considered Crampton Hodnet to be too outmoded to offer to
a publisher. Not wishing all her work on it wasted, she took
some characters, notably Miss Doggett and Miss Morrow,
and transferred them to her third novel, Jane and Prudence.
The only entry for Crampton Hodnet in the index to the
catalogue of the Pym collection is MSPym10, which is a
bound typed draft of the novel. I set about comparing this
draft with the published version, and I was surprised how
similar are the two. Hazel Holt’s changes consist almost
exclusively in deletions from the draft. I could not detect any
significant additions, nor any deviation from Barbara’s plot.
In this paper I indicate the important deletions, with
thanks to Deirdre Bryan-Brown for reading them.

C
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This is one example: in Chapter 2, in the draft, the
following appeared at the end of the chapter:
Miss Morrow suddenly upset the glass dish of
beetroot all over the vicar. Everyone at once crowded
round him, patting him with table napkins and offering
helpful advice. Miss Morrow stood with a stream of
apologies pouring from her lips, while Miss Doggett
kept up a lament like a Greek chorus.
‘Now it’s all over the cloth. It’s spreading. It will
mark the table underneath. And now it’s dripping
down to the carpet. It will make such a stain. And Mr
Wardell’s suit, oh dear, I’m afraid it’s quite ruined.’
‘Nonsense,’ said Mrs Wardell. ‘Ben always spills
things on himself, anyway, don’t you dear?’
‘Yes, dear,’ he said meekly, as Miss Doggett
dabbed at him with her table napkin.
‘I’m so sorry,’ said Miss Morrow faintly. ‘I’m so
sorry.’
‘Why, look at the stain on the cloth,’ said Mrs
Wardell. ‘It’s just the shape of Italy. How funny!’
‘Agnes finds interest in everything,’ said the vicar
proudly.
‘It’s a great gift,’ said Miss Doggett. ‘I have it too. I
believe Mr Latimer will be very happy at Leamington
Lodge. I shall do my best to make a home for him.’
Miss Morrow would have liked to subscribe to
these sentiments, but, having just ruined the vicar’s
suit, she did not feel justified in regarding herself as a
fit person to assist in making a home for a clergyman.
So she went on with her apologies.
‘I’m so sorry,’ she murmured, ‘so very sorry.’

Compare this with the tea party scene in Fabian Driver’s
garden in Jane and Prudence:
Suddenly there was a diversion. Jessie Morrow,
getting up to pass a plate of cakes to Mrs Lyall,
knocked against the little table on which Prudence had
put her cup of tea, so that the cup upset all over the
skirt of her lilac cotton dress.
‘Oh, Jessie, how could you be so clumsy!’ stormed
Miss Doggett. ‘You have ruined Miss Bates’s dress –
that tea will stain it ... If you don’t put it to soak in cold
water at once that tea will stain. I’m very much afraid
it will leave a mark.’
‘It seems to be leaving a mark already,’ said Jessie
in an unsuitably detached tone for one who had been
responsible for the disaster; ‘rather the shape of
Italy.’ (JP, pp. 196–7)
Had the excised paragraphs remained, Miss Morrow’s
recurring clumsiness might have passed unnoticed, but NOT
the shape of the stain!
©2019 The Barbara Pym Society barbara-pym.org

After Barbara’s death in 1980, Hazel Holt embarked on
five years of intensive effort preparing most of her friend’s
remaining work for publication. The last was Crampton
Hodnet, which, 45 years after it was written, appeared in a
different light, the outdated now being viewed as nostalgia.
When Crampton Hodnet was finally published, reception
by the press was favourable in the main, reviewers noting
that the book’s outdatedness was difficult to see as a
condemnation, but, rather, added to its charm.
Barbara Pym, Jane and Prudence, Pan paperback edition, London, 1993

Yvonne Cocking is a founding member of the Barbara
Pym Society, was formerly its secretary, and now serves as
its archivist and historian. A retired librarian, she worked
for more than two years in the early 1960s at the
International African Institute in London, where she made
the acquaintance of Barbara Pym and Hazel Holt. She lives
in Oxfordshire and has spent countless hours sifting through
the richness of the Pym archives at the Bodleian Library.
She has spoken at numerous Barbara Pym Society
conferences in the US and UK and is the author of Barbara
in the Bodleian: Revelations from the Pym Archives,
published by The Barbara Pym Society, 2013.

‘As Good as Anything I Ever Did’
Bits of Brilliance in Crampton Hodnet

by Katherine Anne Ackley
arbara Pym wrote Robert Liddell in 1940 that the novel
that she was writing, Crampton Hodnet, ‘… has some
bits as good as anything I ever did. Mr Latimer’s proposal to
Miss Morrow, old Mrs Killigrew, Dr Fremantle, Master of
Randolph College, Mr Cleveland’s elopement and its
unfortunate end … I’m sure all these might be a comfort to
somebody.’ (AVPE, p. 100) I would suggest that not only are
those scenes and characters as good as any that she had done
at that point in her early writing career, but that they are bits
of brilliance, like tiny chips of diamonds, that ‘sparkle’, to
use Robert Emmet Long’s word, (Long, p. 62) with humour
and wit and with the gentle irony and astute insight into
human behaviour that we see in her best work.

B

The proposal scene is unquestionably one of the funniest
in all of Pym’s novels, with humour growing out of the
juxtaposition of Jessie’s no-nonsense replies to Stephen’s
increasingly frustrated attempts to be taken seriously. But
there is more to this proposal chapter than the actual
exchange between the two: It has a depth that shows how
really skillful a writer Pym already was at this stage in her
young life. Her use of two keywords — ‘respect’ and
‘esteem’ — serves to illustrate her intuitiveness as a writer,
for she recognized their importance in conveying a theme
that runs throughout her work, the desire for love and the
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reluctance to settle for marriage when there is no love. The
chapter also shows her understanding of people’s motives
and longings. For Jessie, it is not just the insult to her
desirability as a woman and wife but also that she wants
more than a Mr Latimer; and Latimer is not just a comic
figure but also a rather lost human being. The next ‘bit’
features Mrs Killigrew and Dr Fremantle. Pym’s handling of
Mrs Killigrew demonstrates her talent as she builds readers’
impression of the woman by degrees, having others speak of
well before readers meet her, fully prepared for her almost
perverse eagerness to impart the shocking news of Barbara
Bird’s and Francis Cleveland’s declaration of love in the
British Museum. Mrs Killigrew and Dr Fremantle are similar
in some ways, such as being critical and controlling of those
closest to them and inspiring discomfort in others. But they
differ in the way they view the propensity of men to stray,
Mrs Killigrew condemning it and Dr Fremantle asserting
that is an innocent and innate part of men’s nature.
When Dr Fremantle encourages Francis to go to Paris
with ‘a friend’, Cleveland determines to take Barbara to
Paris. What a comic scene the elopement turns out to be: It is
a misadventure overlaid with elements of farce and even of
screwball comedy that was popular in films of the day,
prepared for the evening before with what was to have been
a romantic moonlit punt ride, complete with wine, but that
ends with them both in the water. The escape to Paris ends,
however, in Dover, when Barbara runs away rather than
spend the night with Francis, and Francis sits contentedly
with the old folks in the hotel lounge. The scenes and
characters that Barbara Pym felt good about in 1940 are
brilliant bits of writing as well done as anything that she was
to write by the time of her death in 1980. These ‘bits’ — and
more — are written with the same confidence in her abilities
that we see in her mature works. About these bits, Pym also
wrote that she thought they ‘… might be a comfort to
somebody.’ (AVPE, p. 100) As it happens, Jessie Morrow
uses that word in the opening chapter when she comments
that student clubs must be a comfort, to which Miss Doggett
snorts a typically dismissive remark. Jessie protests that ‘…
surely there is no person alive who doesn’t need it in some
way…’ (CH, p. 6) I feel certain that Pym’s comedic skill,
her gently ironic voice, and her insight into human nature
that we find in deliciously funny scenes and quirky
characters in Crampton Hodnet have given countless readers
the kind of ‘comfort’ that Pym sought to give and that Miss
Morrow feels we all need.
Barbara Pym, A Very Private Eye. An Autobiography in Diaries and
Letters. Edited by Hazel Holt and Hilary Pym, New York, Dutton, 1985
Robert Emmet Long, Barbara Pym, New York, Ungar, 1986
Barbara Pym, Crampton Hodnet, Grafton Books, London, 1986

Dr Katherine Anne Ackley, Professor of English Emerita
at the University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point, is author of
The Novels of Barbara Pym (1989) and editor of two
collections of literary essays. She has written two college
English textbooks, one of which is in its eighth edition. A
founder member of the Barbara Pym Society, she has given
eight previous talks at Pym conferences in Boston and
Oxford. She has made more than 50 trips to England where
she has led 19 summer crime and mystery tours.

Tom Sopko, Kathy Ackley
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Judy Horn, Donna Safreed

Houses of Mirth.
The Role of Architecture, Buildings and their
Settings in Crampton Hodnet

by Richard McKeon
rs Wardell was asking in an interested tone the
name of the place where he had been. “Crampton
Hodnet,” said Mr Latimer glibly. Was there such a place?
Miss Morrow wondered. She was sure that there was not.
She waited nervously for Mrs Wardell to make some
comment and sat rapidly knitting purl instead of plain, not
daring to look at anybody. “What a nice name,” said Mrs
Wardell. “I don’t think I've ever been there.”’ (CH, p. 45)

‘M

Landscapes, buildings and rooms with their furnishings
spill out of the pages of Crampton Hodnet like so many
glittering jewels, wonderful in themselves but refracting the
themes, plot and characters so superbly crafted by Barbara
Pym in one of her earliest novels. The care and detail with
which Pym uses settings to deepen the narrative shows the
artistry and humour that will become the hallmark of her
later work. It is all there in North Oxford, just waiting for us
to accept the invitation to enter the houses and gardens of
Crampton Hodnet.
From the opening lines of the novel we are gently led,
literally up a garden path, to the home of Maude Doggett.
Like Miss Doggett, the garden and house are past their
prime. Forbidding and old-fashioned, they resemble a
Victorian theological college rather than a home. The
interior is as dark and cluttered as Miss Doggett’s clichéd
Victorian sensibilities. There is little in the way of comfort
in this domestic setting.
Humour, so much at the heart of Crampton Hodnet, is
heightened by Pym’s use of irony and juxtaposition. The
arid halls of the British Museum become the setting for
Francis Cleveland’s and Barbara Bird’s awkward confession
of love, witnessed by Edward Killigrew, hiding behind a
nearby curtain. At times the humour of the novel becomes
farcical thanks to setting and circumstance. Or take, for
example, Miss Morrow’s reflection on the setting of staid
North Oxford and what characterizes its inhabitants. ‘“Are
there no sick people I ought to visit?” asked Mr. Latimer
hopefully. “There are no sick people in North Oxford. They
are either alive or dead. It’s sometimes difficult to tell the
difference, that’s all,” explained Miss Morrow.’ (CH, p. 32)
Pym uses setting in a variety of other ways. Location in
Crampton Hodnet is central to the novel’s narration, as
where you stand determines what you see. Characters are
©2019 The Barbara Pym Society barbara-pym.org

never unobserved and the resulting revelations move the plot
through its course. Settings also underscore the importance
of observation and interpretation, especially so in the person
of Jessie Morrow. Miss Morrow is described as ‘a thin,
used-up-looking woman in her middle thirties ... Miss
Morrow in spite of her misleading appearance, was a woman
of definite personality, who was able to look upon herself
and her surroundings with detachment.’ (CH, p. 2)
Detachment and observation, two key aspects of Miss
Morrow’s personality, will lead her to a certain acceptance
and comfort in her life, rare among the other characters of
the novel.
Indeed characters in relationship to places reveal a great
deal about them. The self-deluded and smug young curate,
Mr Latimer, reveals his own callow personality in the
context of setting. The shocking ease with which he, even as
a clergyman, lies and makes up a place name, in this case the
village of Crampton Hodnet, in order to cover his absence at
Evensong, conveys some of the flaws of his character.
Settings become a kind of moral lightning rod for the men
and women of the novel.
My paper also examines the relationship of setting to a
number of other themes. Pym is using her development of
settings in a way that is clearly cinematic as well as
occasionally strange or surreal. Elsewhere Pym uses objects
in a setting as important symbols or images that deepen our
understanding of Crampton Hodnet. The ubiquitous
monkey-puzzle tree is a great example of this.
Crampton Hodnet rises to greatness, even as an early
novel, because of a profound understanding of themes such
as personal freedom and choice, our capacity for happiness
and the need for a good laugh at ourselves all placed in the
context of setting. In this Miss Pym is a master.
Barbara Pym, Crampton Hodnet, Grafton Books, London, 1986

The Revd Richard McKeon has been Rector of the
Episcopal Church of the Messiah in Rhinebeck, NY, since
August, 2010. He attended the College of the Resurrection in
Mirfield, West Yorkshire, and finished his seminary
education at Yale Divinity School. His graduate degree
thesis was on the architecture of the Cathedral of St John the
Divine in New York City and its relationship to the
contemporary culture of America. His interests include
gardening, reading, architecture, and preserving the beauty
of the Hudson Valley. He currently serves as president of the
board of the Friends of Clermont, and is a trustee of the
Cathedral of St John the Divine and a member of the
Millbrook Garden Club. He lives in Clermont, NY.

‘A Plain Woman No Longer Young’:
Acceptance as Irony in Crampton Hodnet

by Heather McNaugher
hilip Larkin’s biographer, James Booth, called Barbara
Pym a ‘conservative novelist’. Critics and fans of Pym
know this is reductive, but it is not inaccurate. The Oxford
English Dictionary defines conservative as, ‘Something that
conserves; a preserving agent, force, substance, etc.; a
preservative’.

P

To appreciate Crampton Hodnet, indeed all Pym’s novels,
one must wrest the term conservative from its current
partisan limitations and restore its earlier intent. To do so is
to open one to Pym’s uncanny crystallisation of World War
II England and, crucially, Englishness. In Crampton Hodnet,
begun in 1939, Pym is less interested in the war itself and
more in her characters’ efforts to preserve their sense of
normalcy in the face of world war. She and her characters, in
particular her women characters, are England’s preserving
agents. Much Pym criticism has focused this preservation
and its resultant nostalgia on teas and church jumble sales; in
these readings nostalgia is itself a kind of preserving. In this
paper, I seek to augment these important voices with an
exploration of Pym’s sophisticated troubling of irony,
wherein ‘a plain woman no longer young’ (CH, p. 119),
Miss Morrow, finds liberation in Miss Doggett’s insult on
her spinsterhood. From Pym’s deflection of the insult,
through her heroine’s tactful acceptance of her lot, emerges
a new brand of radically understated irony.
Additionally, parts of this paper take the shape of a
personal essay, where I explore my discovery of Barbara
Pym’s work and the void it fills for me, as it seems to do for
so many of her fans. This void is unabashedly nostalgic in
nature, the result of increased freneticism, lack of decorum
and aesthetic consideration, and isolation.
The antidote? Why, the wireless’s comforting scratchy
gramophone records, the ubiquitous cup of tea or Ovaltine,
and domestic tasks like knitting, with which Miss Pym’s
women characters are fortunate enough to occupy
themselves, and without which Crampton Hodnet’s male
characters flounder.
While initially interested in Pym’s subtly sardonic play
between Miss Morrow and Mr Latimer, I soon realize other,
more spiritual forces are at work: namely, the monkeypuzzle tree. Miss Morrow is able not only to accept her role
as spinster-companion, but to quietly enjoy it, because of the
wonders of the world around her: ‘It was a lovely morning,
when even the monkey-puzzle was bathed in sunshine. She

Rita Phillips, Tim Burnett
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clasped a branch in her hand and stood feeling its prickliness
and looking up into the dark tower of the branches. It was
like being in church. And yet on a day like this, one realized
that it was a living thing too and had beauty, as most living
things have in some form or another. Dear monkey-puzzle,
thought Miss Morrow, impulsively clasping her arms round
the trunk.’ (CH, p. 156)
While Pym’s monkey-puzzle tree necessarily keeps light
out of Leamington Lodge for Miss Doggett, thus protecting
her heavy Victorian furniture; for Miss Morrow, the
monkey-puzzle tree is a kind of conductor of ‘heavenly
radiance’ (CH, p. 117) into her otherwise gloomy interior
and circumstances. Indeed, it’s when she’s writing Miss
Morrow’s relationship to the natural world, to the
monkey-puzzle tree in particular, that Pym’s language grows
most musical; even in this early novel, she, in these
moments especially, is a sophisticated, reverent stylist. In
these descriptions, so lovingly rendered, the natural world
has an effect, a glorious one, on Pymian interiors. Pym’s
attentiveness, meanwhile, to the sunlight radiating through
the dark tower of the branches, beckons us inside for a
much-needed respite from our postmodern condition.
Barbara Pym, Crampton Hodnet, Grafton Books, London, 1986

Dr Heather McNaugher worked as a house cleaner and
barista in Seattle and as a dog walker in Brooklyn, NY, and
then got her PhD in English from The State University of
New York at Binghamton. While working for the Carnegie
Library of Pittsburgh she almost became a librarian, but she
now teaches writing and English literature at Chatham
University in Pittsburgh, PA. Her scholarly publications
include ‘“She Sought a Spiritual Heir”: Cosmopolitanism
and the Pre-Suburban in Howards End’ in Literary
Cartographies: Spatiality, Representation, and Narrative,
Robert Tally, ed. Palgrave Macmillan, 2014.

Crampton Hodnet through a Glass of Sherry Barbara Pym’s Brilliant Device
to Portray her Characters’ Personality

by Jane Peyton
lcohol features in several novels written by Barbara
Pym. She often employed a clever device of
communicating the personality and foibles of her characters
by their attitude to alcohol.
In Crampton Hodnet sherry is a silent character in the
corner of the room, witness to the book’s pivotal scene when
Mr Latimer is caught out by Miss Morrow in his lie to Mrs
Wardell. It also appears in the comic scenes that lead up to
Mr Latimer’s proposal of marriage. Both Miss Morrow and
Miss Doggett have the attitude that alcohol is not there for
enjoyment, rather for medicinal purposes and to offer to
guests. In Miss Doggett’s opinion having a drink needed to
be justified: ‘“Mr Latimer is not feeling very well tonight …
I persuaded him to take a glass of sherry … I took a glass
myself. It has considerable medicinal value.”’ (CH, p. 89)
Miss Morrow’s attitude to alcohol as a drink for herself is
one of ‘what will people think?’, but for men she is a little
more liberal. She says as much in the scene leading up to Mr
Latimer’s marriage proposal. He is nervous and looks at the
sherry and glasses on a little table. ‘“There’s no need to look
so furtive … It’s quite natural to want cheering up
occasionally. I’m not sure sherry after a meal is the correct
thing though. Should it be port? ... Still, if you’re
considering only its medicinal value I shouldn’t think it
matters when you drink it. I should have some now if you
feel like it”...’ (CH, p. 91)

A
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And then comes the least romantic marriage proposal
ever. Mr Latimer does not even know the first name of the
person he hopes to marry. His proposal is spurned. Miss
Morrow does not love Mr Latimer, but in any case how
could she have trusted a man who lied so casually to Mrs
Wardell about why he had not been at Evensong?

That scene earlier in the book explains the meaning of the
title Crampton Hodnet and also reveals Mr Latimer’s weak
character. Once again sherry plays a central role.
‘I really feel quite exhausted,’ [Mr Latimer said] …
‘Is there by any chance any sherry in the house?’
‘I don’t keep a secret bottle in my bedroom,’ said
Miss Morrow, ‘but there is some in the sideboard.
Miss Doggett only brings it out when we have
company or when she feels she needs reviving.’
‘Well, we have just had company, and we certainly
need reviving,’ said Mr Latimer.
‘All right, I’ll get some. I too have undergone a
shattering experience,’ said Miss Morrow, thinking
that the first time one heard a clergyman telling
deliberate lies could surely be called that. ‘Luckily
the glasses are in the sideboard, but I shall have to
hide them and wash them myself, otherwise Maggie
and Florence might think things. Florence is such an
intelligent girl,’ she added.
Miss Morrow came back with the sherry.
‘You must let me propose a toast,’ she said. ‘I think
we should drink the health of your friend, the vicar of
Crampton Hodnet.’ Mr Latimer looked at her
uneasily. He was beginning to realise that he had put
himself completely in her power. (CH, pp. 46–7)
With the line about Maggie and Florence, the house staff,
Barbara communicates that Miss Morrow is suffering from
the eternal fear that people of her class had of being judged
by their servants. In a class-driven society the upper classes
felt obliged to lead by example and show the lower classes
how to live sober and proper lives. That patriarchal attitude
implied a belief that the lower classes would degenerate
without the guiding principles of the upper classes.
The final word goes to Miss Maude Doggett, who, even in
the midst of a shock, displays her customary imperious
manner. Upon hearing the news from Edward Killigrew that
Francis Cleveland had declared love for Miss Bird in the
manuscripts department of the British Museum, Miss
Doggett murmurs: ‘What a terrible thing … I feel quite
shaken.’ Edward offers her brandy, but she responds
sharply: ‘No, thank you. I don’t need a stimulant, but I
should like some more tea. Miss Morrow, pass my cup to
Mrs Killigrew.’ (CH, p. 125)
‘Go on, have the brandy’, readers might have urged, but
Barbara Pym ensured that Miss Doggett remained in
©2019 The Barbara Pym Society barbara-pym.org

character — bossy, dismissive and contemptuous towards
Miss Morrow. All that communicated in three short lines.
Barbara Pym, Crampton Hodnet, Grafton Books, London, 1986

Jane Peyton is an award-winning beer sommelier, drinks
educator, writer, broadcaster, pub expert, and public
speaker. She is the founder of the School of Booze, a drinks
consultancy and corporate events production company. Jane
was the UK’s first accredited Pommelier (cider sommelier)
and Britain’s first Beer Sommelier of the Year in 2014. She
was Imbibe Drinks Educator of the Year 2016 and in 2017
was awarded the title Outstanding Individual Achievement
in Beer from the Beer & Cider Marketing Awards. In 2018
she received a Lifetime Achievement Award from Britain’s
MPs & Lords All Party Parliamentary Beer Group. Jane is
the author of eight non-fiction books including Drink: A
Tippler’s Miscellany and Beer O’Clock. She lives in
Brighton, England.

yourself if you are an author and member of the society, or
let me know about other members.
By the time you read this, I will have started collecting
articles for the next issue of Green Leaves. If you have any
ideas for articles, or you have read anything interesting
about Pym, let me know. I would especially like to know if
Pym is taught in university lectures and in what context. I
look forward to hearing from you.

‘I Would Have to Pour Her a Glass or Two of
Wine to Get Her to Open Up.’

Paula Byrne on her Biography of Barbara Pym
hen the Barbara Pym Society learned last year that
the British author and biographer Paula Byrne was
writing a biography of Barbara Pym we naturally became
interested in her project. And so we got in contact and Jutta
Schiller asked her about her forthcoming work.

W

Jutta’s Jottings

by Jutta Schiller
henever I walk into an
English
bookshop
I
immediately look for the fiction
department and scan the shelves with
the letter P. I am now familiar with
Thomas Pynchon although I have never read one of his
novels, and probably never will, because his name is
associated with my disappointment about the missing Pym
books before his.
I knew I would not have any luck in finding a Barbara
Pym novel at Persephone Books, the book store in
Bloomsbury that ‘reprints neglected fiction and non-fiction
by mid-twentieth century (mostly) women writers’. We have
found out already that Pym is not a favourite of theirs, but I
thought I would give them another chance. On my last visit I
asked them why there were no Pym books on the table with
the books ‘… we wish we had published’. As diplomacy is
one of the British characteristics I value most, I was not
surprised by their answer. They think Pym does not need
them, as she already has a stable fan community. I could not
contradict, and let this answer pass without comment.
They are right, of course, because we, the members of the
Barbara Pym Society, can confirm that. And is not the fact
that Paula Byrne, the highly acclaimed English author and
biographer, is currently writing a new biography on Pym
further proof of that statement? We have been very happy
that Paula Byrne was willing to answer our questions about
her forthcoming project, and you will find our interview
with her in this edition.
As I can never resist trying to get my friends interested in
Pym, I am introducing a new column in Green Leaves:
‘What My Friends Think about Barbara Pym’. For this issue
I have asked a friend who works in geriatric care to review
Quartet in Autumn for us. I encourage you to do the same
with your friends. Get someone who has not read Pym
before to review one of her novels and send the review to
me. They might have a different approach, a new angle on
Barbara Pym. We might not agree with what they think
about our beloved author. But I am sure it’s worth trying.
The Barbara Pym Society is not only a heaven for the
people who love and cherish Pym but there are also authors,
writers, scholars among them. And we want to let other
members know about them, so there will be another section,
‘Pym Members in Print’. Thanks to Yvonne Cocking for
giving us the idea for this. And please either mail me

W
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Paula Byrne
GL: The list of your publications is not only very long, but
very impressive, from Jane Austen to Kathleen Cavendish.
And obviously you have a special interest in the ‘life of
others’. Can you explain that?
PB: I have always been interested in the lives of lost
women. I sometimes think of myself as the queen of the
footnotes, as I have written about the lives of women who
only appear as a footnote in someone else’s story. For
example, my first literary biography was the life of the 18thcentury writer, Mary Robinson. She discovered Samuel
Taylor Coleridge and William Wordsworth, but nobody had
ever written about her own extraordinary life. Recovering
the voices of the 18th-century daughter of a slave, Dido
Elizabeth Belle, who was brought up by the Lord Chief
Justice of England, and of Kathleen ‘Kick’ Kennedy, JFK’s
sister who so nearly ended up as Duchess of Devonshire and
chatelaine of Chatsworth, was a similar process of finding an
audience for remarkable women who had somehow got lost
along the way. Obviously this is not the case with my work
on Jane Austen, but in her case, I felt that I had a new angle
on the life and works. Similarly, my biography of Evelyn
Waugh viewed him through the lens of his female friends.
GL: How do you choose the subjects/people for your
books? Why do you focus on certain people?
PB: I tend to focus on great writers: Jane Austen, Evelyn
Waugh. Writers of great comic novels which have stood the
test of time. I like to discover whether this is something new
to say, or whether there is a fresh angle. Or I focus on those
lost voices such as Dido and Kick.
GL: Do you have in general a special approach to learn
about the life of the people you are writing about?
PB: I don’t think I have a special approach, although I
have not always followed the conventional ‘cradle to grave’
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method. I like what I call ‘partial-life’ biography, focusing
on a particular aspect of my subject’s story, as it can give a
fresh approach to familiar material. With Austen it was
objects and with Waugh it was friendships. Although I hail
from an academic background, I always try to write in an
accessible way. I’m also a believer in ‘footstepping’ —
walking in the footsteps of the subject. It helps to create the
atmosphere of the book, and it often reveals surprising facts.
GL: Why are you interested in Barbara Pym and how did
you get to know her work?
PB: I came to Barbara Pym relatively late. I discovered
her novels in an independent bookshop in Oxford and was
drawn to the lovely bright covers of the Virago paperback
reprints. The bookshop owner, a man called Dennis, was a
great Pym fan and he encouraged me to buy the books. I
thought they were wonderful, and then discovered that many
of my friends were huge admirers. I’ve always loved the
poetry of Philip Larkin, so I was intrigued by his
endorsement of her novels. Like Pym, I am a girl from the
north-west, who came south and never returned. I know
Liverpool and Shropshire very well, where Barbara spent her
early years.
GL: What are your sources? Whom have you talked to
already about Barbara Pym? Whom do you still want to talk
to about her?
PB: I live in an Oxford college. My husband is the
Provost of Worcester College and I am a member of the
English Faculty, so I have access to the Pym Papers in the
Bodleian Library. I’ve already learned a lot from Yvonne
Cocking’s Barbara in the Bodleian but there is no substitute
for seeing the original diaries and letters. The Larkin
correspondence will of course be a major source. I reached
out to Deb Fisher, who put me in touch with Triona Adams,
both of whom have been extremely kind and helpful. Last
week I met the wonderful Yvonne Cocking herself, and I
hope to continue meeting and talking to members of the Pym
Society. I’m fascinated to know what it is that makes readers
love Pym so much. Of course, it’s the quality of the writing,
but there’s something very compelling about Pym as a
person, too, that makes readers fall in love.
GL: Do you have a new approach to Pym’s life and
literature? Will your biography tell us something that we do
not know so far, e. g. something about Barbara Pym’s love
life?
PB: I’m still in the very early stages of the biography, so
I’m not sure what I will find that’s new, but I’m hoping to
discover some hidden gems in the archive. Unless there are
surprises in store, I’m not going to focus especially on her
love life: I suspect that, like Jane Austen, she rather relished
the freedom of being a spinster. Not having to look after
men gave them much more time for what they really loved,
which was writing novels! For me, the best literary
biographies help to bring alive not only the writer, but also
their work and their world. I think readers will be interested
in the social history of the era: what it was like for women at
Oxford in the 1930s, and then the War and postwar
experiences. The main purpose of the biography is to bring
Pym to a wider authorship. Readers are fascinated by the
lives of women writers; and she is up there with the top
writers, but not enough people are familiar with her novels,
and they are missing out.
GL: I read somewhere that you are especially interested
in stalking. What do you think of Barbara Pym’s
observations of her neighbours, colleagues, foreigners etc?
PB: I’m not sure that I would say that I have a special
interest in stalking, but I wrote a novel called Look To Your
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Wife about being stalked, which was based on a real
experience. Barbara Pym loved ‘finding out about people’,
and was an acute observer of human behaviour. Whether she
was peering into a window from the top deck of a bus, or
spying on a young man in a library, she was interested in
spotting people in ordinary circumstances, which in her
hands becomes something extraordinary and unique. Her
notebooks attest to her penchant for observation, and her eye
for detail. I’ve long been interested in ‘small things’. My
biography of Jane Austen, A Life in Small Things, explores
the importance of the quotidian, both in terms of the life and
the works. Dr Samuel Johnson said: ‘The truly strong and
sound mind is the mind that can embrace equally great
things and small’. He also said that the two most engaging
powers of an author are to make new things familiar and
familiar things new. Barbara Pym’s novels epitomise these
two ideas.
GL: Whom would you compare Barbara Pym to? Do you
see any connections to other writers? In the past? Today?
PB: I think Pym is very much her own writer.
Comparisons have been made with Jane Austen, and one can
see why; they both write on a small canvas, and they focus
on village life. They are interested in human behaviour;
often what is not said is as important as what is said. They
are interested in the female experience, shaped by the
expectations of society and the need for economic stability
and status, usually via marriage. But Pym’s novels are also
in the mode of the great Elizabeth Taylor (the OTHER one!),
and writers like Molly Keane — they are about people, their
motivations, their loves, their mistakes, their sorrows. Pym
writes brilliantly about women. Like Jane Austen, there is
sometimes a caustic comment, or sharp observation, but it is
tempered by great wisdom and wit.
GL: You must know a lot about Barbara Pym already. Do
you think you would like her as a person and you would love
to discuss your novels with her?
PB: I would love to have met Barbara Pym to discuss her
life and novels, although I suspect she was a private person.
Her sense of humour appeals to me, and I think I would have
to pour her a glass or two of wine to get her to open up. I
really admire her Oxford novel, Crampton Hodnet, so I
might be tempted to have a good gossip about Oxford
academics, and their peculiar ways.
GL: You are obviously on Twitter - what would you write
on Twitter to get people interested in your biography on
Barbara Pym?
PB: Yes, I do go on Twitter, and I sometimes tweet a
witty line from a Pym novel, which seems to get an amused
reaction. I will certainly try and raise interest as the book
progresses.
GL: When can we buy your book?
PB: I hope readers will be able to buy the book in January
2022.
Paula Byrne is a highly acclaimed author. Among her
works are The Genius of Jane Austen: Her Love of Theatre
and Why She is a Hit in Hollywood (2017), and Kick: The
True Story of Kick Kennedy, JFK’s Forgotten Sister and the
Heir to Chatsworth (2016). In 2013 she published The Real
Jane Austen: A Life in Small Things. Her previous book,
Mad World: Evelyn Waugh and the Secrets of Brideshead
(2010), told the story of Evelyn Waugh’s friendship with the
aristocratic family who inspired Brideshead Revisited.
Paula’s first top ten bestseller was Perdita: The Literary,
Theatrical, Scandalous Life of Mary Robinson (2005).
Paula has also edited a Routledge Literary Sourcebook on
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Jane Austen’s Emma and is a regular reviewer for the
Saturday Times. Her debut novel, Look to Your Wife, was
published in 2018 and Mirror, Mirror, her historical novel
based on the life of Marlene Dietrich, will appear in January
2020. She is currently working on her new biography of
Barbara Pym and a book about Thomas Hardy’s women.
Paula Byrne lives in Oxford with her family.

For an hour we were all living right inside the novel, so
marvellously was Excellent Women adapted by Georgia
Powell for the reading. And under the direction of Tristram
Powell, the actors brought the characters to life for us in
masterly fashion. I am sure Barbara Pym would have been
delighted to see and listen to this excellent cast performing
her novel.

The 2019 Spring Meeting

A Rehearsed Reading from
Excellent Women
by Jutta Schiller
f someone asked me to assign the Barbara Pym novels
to a certain season, I would always say that Excellent
Women belongs to spring. Easter and the weeks before and
after are so prominent in this book that for years and years
now it has been my favourite novel to read over the Easter
holidays.
And so you can imagine what a pleasure it was for me
that the first Spring Meeting I was able to attend was the
rehearsed reading of Excellent Women on the Fourth Sunday
of Easter in St Alban’s Centre in Holborn.

I

Although I wished it would never stop, the reading
eventually came to an end. Eileen Roberts and Michael
Wilson thanked the cast and Georgia and Tristram Powell
for the excellent work they had done and the joy they had
brought to us. And, if I am right, we were not the only ones
who enjoyed this reading but the actors too seemed to like
what they were reading for us. What a splendid way to
honour the work of an author.

My Long Path to Barbara Pym through
Different Languages

Liljana Skopinskaja
t all started back in 1979 at Tallinn Pedagogical Institute
(now called Tallinn University), when I was lucky
enough to hear a couple of fascinating lectures on
contemporary British literature by the young guest lecturer
Ekaterina Genieva, from the Library of Foreign Literature in
Moscow.

I
Not being familiar with the place, I went at first through
the wrong door and found myself in the middle of a service
in the Parish Church of St Alban the Martyr. But could it
have been that wrong, as Excellent Women came to my mind
immediately when I smelt incense, and I had to think of
Mildred Lathbury, who had chosen a ‘High’ church, St
Mary’s, to go to, although her mother would have been
appalled by their use of incense?
Eventually I met the other Pym members in the rooms
next to the church, and I was delighted to see so many
familiar faces. Around 50 people enjoyed a delicious buffet
lunch with a nice glass of wine before the event was going to
start. As the cast was already sitting in the same room
having lunch with us, we knew we would be in for a real
treat. Penelope Wilton, known to many of us for her part in
Downton Abbey, was the narrator; Mildred Lathbury was
performed by Frances Grey; Malcolm Sinclair read Julian
Malory and Everard Bone; Rockingham Napier was brought
to life for us by Martin Hutson. Jane Slavin gave us an idea
of what Helena Napier and Allegra Gray could have been;
and Carolyn Slavin was not only Winifred Malory, Mrs
Bone and Sister Blatt, but also Mrs Morris.
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Being a brilliant storyteller, she introduced us senior
students of English and German to a vast array of modern
British writers such as Muriel Spark, Iris Murdoch and
Barbara Pym, to name but a few. I was writing my diploma
paper on Graham Greene at that time and consulted Katia
several times at this enormous library in Moscow, which
today holds up to more than 4 million books in 140
languages. In those godforsaken days the place was a real
reservoir of foreign books, where I could lose myself in
reading, and reading in English.
Later Katia would become its director, but then she was a
talented researcher on James Joyce, the first to write her PhD
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thesis on Ulysses, a shocking thing to do, as the novelist was
banned for years in the Soviet Union.
After my graduation, our paths went apart as I proceeded
in foreign language methodology and she became involved
in active social work, participating in the British initiative
Book Aid in the 1990s to distribute British book donations
all over the former Soviet Union. For her activities she was
awarded the Order of the British Empire in 2007, and she
was also the first woman to be proposed for membership in
the Athenaeum Club.
After the death of my dear mom in 2012 I started reading
her collection of novels. The only copy that I came across in
English was An Unsuitable Attachment. As there was
nothing else available in English, I searched for translations
and found a single translation in Estonian of Excellent
Women. The book was published in 1993 as Võrratud
naised. ‘Võrratu’ is an interesting, a much more emotional
wordfind, meaning incomparable, terrific, as contrasted to
the more ordinary translation suurepärane.
Tiina Tiiman translated the book, with the exception of
the verses in chapters 6, 15, 18 and 26, which have been
translated by Märt Väljataga. The translation is excellent. I
asked for an expert opinion from a student of mine, Milvi
Martina Piir, who herself has written several novels and
poetry books in Estonian. She admits that ‘it reads so
smoothly that one’s attention is not distracted by anything.
In other words, the reader can fully dive into the plot and
enjoy all the subtle nuances which make the story great. And
secondly, it is the type of translation which only gets better
when reread repeatedly’. Barbara Pym’s mild irony and
humour have been rendered so perfectly that you forget you
are reading a translation.
After such a pleasant reading experience I found four
more translations in Russian, the first two printed in the
1980s, and the rest in 2015 and 2016: Ossenij kvartet
(Quartet in Autumn); Neskol’ko zelyenyh listjev (A Few
Green Leaves); Zametchatel’nye zhenstsiny (Excellent
Women); Pochti angely (Less Than Angels). It was the
second that captured my attention. In its foreword article, my
old acquaintance, Ekaterina Genieva, provides a thorough
analysis of the novel, referring to its connections with Jane
Austen’s Emma.
Sources:
Barbara Pym, Võrratud naised (Excellent Women). Translated by Tiina
Tiiman, the verses translated by Märt Väljataga. Tallinn: Varrak, 1993
Barbara Pym, Ossenij kvartet (Quartet in Autumn). Translated by N
Volzhina. Moscow: Progress, 1981
Barbara Pym, Neskol’ko zelyenyh listjev (A Few Green Leaves).
Translated by N Emeljannikova and E Oseneva, introduced by E
Genieva. Moscow: Hudozhestvennaja literatura, 1987
Barbara Pym, Zametchatel’nye zhenstsiny (Excellent Women).
Translated by A A Komarinets. Moscow: AST, 2015
Barbara Pym, Pochti angely (Less Than Angels). Translated by A A
Komarinets. Moscow: AST, 2016

Liljana Skopinskaja is a graduate of Tallinn University,
Estonia, with a BA thesis written on Graham Greene’s
novels Travels with my Aunt and A Burnt-Out Case, and a
PhD from St Petersburg Pedagogical University, Russia, in
second-language acquisition and foreign language teaching
methods (FLT). She is currently employed as an Associate
Professor at Tallinn University teaching FLT methods and
intercultural studies to MA students in teacher training. She
has published articles as well as a handbook on teaching
English as a foreign language, and written secondary school
course books.*
*Editor’s Note: Liljana Skopinskaja contributes regularly
to the Barbara Pym Fan Club on Facebook.
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Pym in Translation in Italy

by Rose Little
earning the beautiful Italian language has been my
hobby for many years and I have managed to read,
rather painstakingly, a couple of classic Italian novels in the
original. Then I met an Italian student, fluent in English,
born and brought up in Italy and recently come to England to
study for his doctorate, who gave me a good idea.
I had told him how difficult I found it to read Italian
books though I wanted to read Italian in the original. He told
me that a variation on the translation theme, and one that he
had found very helpful in his learning of English, had been
to read Italian books he knew well that had been translated
into English, so I could do the same the other way round.
The next time I visited Italy I went straight to Feltrinelli,
as famous as Blackwell’s and with a presence in all the
major cities I visited. There stood Pym, a row of her books
in shiny red covers, with their intriguing titles: Donne
eccellenti (Excellent Women), Un po’ meno che angeli (Less
Than Angels), Un sacco di benedizioni (A Glass of
Blessings).

L

What bliss to read the glorious words but somehow
transmuted to another world. My eyes danced along the
lines; as I know the context and almost every word of some
scenes, I had no difficulty following the stories in Italian.
Not being bilingual, I cannot say if the translators got
everything just right, though it seemed to me, merrily
looking up only one word or expression every two pages,
that it was a good translation of what Pym intended.
It was fun picking up a new Pym every time I visited Italy
and hoping I would find new titles. I am happy to report that
all the Pym novels have now been translated into Italian
(published by Astoria, Milan) – and that my collection is
growing! Some have titles that took me a moment to
identify, for example, Tutte le virtù (‘All the Virtues’) for
Civil to Strangers, whereas Per guarire un cuore infranto,
(literally ‘In Order to Heal a Shattered Heart’) turned out to
be No Fond Return of Love. I have this in an earlier
incarnation from one of my first trips as Amori non molto
corrisposti (‘Love Not Much Repaid’). Which is more apt?
Obviously, the publishers decided that ‘To Mend a Broken
Heart’ is more catchy. Some Tame Gazelle was charmingly
rendered as ‘Someone to Love’ (Qualcuno da amare).
With critical hat on I did notice one idea, on the first page
of Excellent Women, that cannot, apparently, be said in
Italian (checked with a native teacher of Italian) and that
was, ‘if she is a clergyman’s daughter then one might really
say that there is no hope for her’. Italian speakers do not
have this subtlety and can only say, ‘then she had no
hope’ (‘allora si può davvero dire che non ha speranza’)
which of course has quite a different meaning for an English
ear.
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On my annual visits I check the shelves of Feltrinelli and
I always see Pym represented, which shows me that Pym is
being read and must be quite popular or she would not be
continually stocked by booksellers in Italy. My latest
acquisition is Jane e Prudence – my Italian is proceeding
apace! But occasionally I miss the cosiness of hearing Pym’s
voice in my head, speaking English as her characters did.
Sources:
Barbara Pym, Donne eccellenti (Excellent Women). Translated by Bruna
Mora, 2012
Barbara Pym, Un po’ meno che angeli (Less Than Angels). Translated
by Nicoletta Rosati, 2017
Barbara Pym, Un sacco di benedizioni (A Glass of Blessings). Translated
by Cinthia Ruccellai, 1995
Barbara Pym, Per guarire un cuore infranto (No Fond Return of Love).
Translated by Cinzia Pieruccini, 2003
Barbara Pym, Amori non molto corrisposti (No Fond Return of Love).
Translated by Bruna Mora, 2014
Barbara Pym, Qualcuno da amare (Some Tame Gazelle). Translated by
Lidia Zazo, 1994
Barbara Pym, Jane e Prudence (Jane and Prudence). Translated by
Lidia Zazo, 2015
Barbara Pym, Crampton Hodnet (Crampton Hodnet). Translated by
Bruna Mora, 2011
Barbara Pym, Tutte le virtù (Civil to Strangers). Translated by Monica
Pastorelli, 1990–1

Gleanings

compiled by Yvonne Cocking
n The Spectator, 13 October 2018, Philip Hensher wrote
‘Lonely hearts and guilty minds: the world of Pamela
Hansford Johnson’. Hodder has reprinted some of Johnson’s
novels:
Once a powerful figure in postwar literary London,
Johnson is now largely forgotten. Are her novels worth
reviving? ... Johnson was an effective reporter from a
particular streak of suburban London, and explored,
almost without knowing, the mores and conventions of
a forgotten way of living. But I don’t think Hodder will
find a readership to match the once-despised Elizabeth
Taylor’s, or Barbara Pym’s, and I might gently suggest
that there is nothing here to match the novels of Francis
King, Robert Liddell or even C H B Kitchin.
Start the Week (BBC Radio 4 series) on 7 January 2019
featured Laura Freeman, author of The Reading Cure: How
Books Restored My Appetite (London, Weidenfeld and
Nicolson, 2018). The BBC’s blurb about the programme
stated that [she] deplores what she calls the current
Pollyanna tendencies to ‘keep smiling’ via the mood tracker
apps on your phone. Freeman recounts how she herself
found an appetite for life, after years of suffering with
anorexia, through her love of reading.
When asked what she would recommend, she said
something like ‘Don’t bother making yourself wretched with
Les Misérables but go for what you like, e.g. Barbara Pym’.
Freeman herself wrote an article in the TLS (Times
Literary Supplement), 6 February 2019, entitled
‘Remembrance of luncheons past’, where she remembers the
Hungry Novels of post-war Britain.
In the fiction of Evelyn Waugh, Anthony Powell,
Graham Greene, Wyndham Lewis, Rosamond
Lehmann, Barbara Pym, Muriel Spark, and others,
written during the war and in the years of rationing that
followed, there is a marked stomach sensibility, an
obsessive detail of food. ‘Curried whale’, reads Dora
Caldicote from a menu at Lyons Corner House in
Barbara Pym’s Excellent Women (1952), set in blitzed
and rationed peacetime Pimlico … Dora decides on a
sandwich, levers off the bread, and declares

I
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sorrowfully ‘fish paste’. In Pym’s Jane and Prudence
(1953), Jane reflects on a couple of lines by John
Cleveland: ‘Not one of all those ravenous hours, / But
thee devours’. One way to fill the empty, ravenous
hours … was in a fantasy of feasting.
Freeman gives other examples, from Barbara’s books and
diaries, which express her interest in food (or lack of it), so
excellently depicted in our last year’s conference.
A blogger in The Sunday Telegraph ‘Insta-reads’ (10
February) was ‘Loving rereading the Barbara Pym novels
while on holiday’.
Hannah Beckerman interviewed Nina Stibbe about her
new book, Reasons to be Cheerful, in The Guardian on 23
March 2019. In answer to the question ‘Which writers have
most influenced your writing?’, Stibbe said ‘I was a huge
reader when I was young. I’d go to the library in my lunch
hour and borrow six books and take them back the next
week. I’d take out books by Edna O’Brien, Muriel Spark and
Barbara Pym and that kind of thing. Just copying my mum,
really’.
In the blurb in the front of the US paperback edition of
Kate Atkinson’s new novel, Transcription, there is a quote
by Maureen Corrigan from The Washington Post.
‘Espionage is a grim business but Atkinson’s wry style
imbues the world of Transcription with moments of brisk
cheer, as if Ian Fleming had been cross-pollinated with
Barbara Pym.’
Thanks to Deb Fisher, Norma Munson, Clemence
Schultze, Christine Shuttleworth and Michael Wilson

Pym Members in Print

by Yvonne Cocking
e are pleased to congratulate Betsy Hanson on the
publication of her charming novel Always
Gardenia.
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Kathleen Flenniken, Washington State Poet Laureate
2012-2014, writes: ‘In cheerful, lively prose that pays
homage to the novels of Barbara Pym, Always Gardenia
skewers and celebrates middle-aged romance, English
Department intrigues, competitive mothering, brunch, and
drum dancing … Every hurt, tentative pleasure, and human
foible sparkles with authorial precision …’*
Congratulations, too, to Emily Stockard on her paper ‘The
Austere Comforts of Barbara Pym’ in Essays in Criticism
(April 2019), an analysis of Some Tame Gazelle, which
Emily says Barbara called her ‘novel of real people’.
*Editor’s Note: See also the review by Rose Little in this
edition of Green Leaves.
Betsy Hanson, Always Gardenia, Bryant House Books,
2018
Emily Stockard, ‘The Austere Comforts of Barbara Pym’
in Essays in Criticism, vol. 69 (2), April 2019, pp. 203-223
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What My Friends Think about Barbara Pym
Beate Swoboda and I have been friends since we studied
English literature in Edinburgh in 1987–88. Later she
became head of a school for geriatric care in Berlin. She is
still teaching female and male geriatric nurses, and one
important task of her job is to supervise the practical exams
which usually take place at the old people’s homes. So she is
an expert on how to deal with old age. The perfect woman to
review Quartet in Autumn.
—Jutta Schiller

Gabrielle still has fans of her novel, and most of her
acquaintances have read it, but her early fame has long
dissipated. Starved of affection and companionship (having
recently finished an unsatisfactory affair with a married
man), when Gabrielle meets the bookish young Simon she is
susceptible enough to his youthful charms to invite him to
stay in her spare room while he attempts to write his own
masterpiece.

Quartet in Autumn

by Beate Swoboda
hen I hold practical exams, the students have to
introduce beforehand the people they will take care
of. They know that the more they succeed in presenting a
person rather than a case, the better they will have done. For
Barbara Pym’s sharp perception of the habits of her four
ageing characters, Marcia, Letty, Edwin and Norman, for her
precise observation of all the everyday details, Quartet in
Autumn would definitely have achieved an A.
The second recommendation to our students is to feel like
ambassadors for the old people we are going to meet in the
exam. If they manage to make us curious about these
persons and leave us looking forward to meeting them, they
have performed brilliantly. To achieve this perspective is not
always easy. It demands a very good eye for the vital,
meaningful and positive aspects of the old people’s lives, as
hidden as they might be.
So what about Edwin, Norman, Marcia and Letty?
‘Beggars can’t be choosers’ is one of Norman’s sayings, and
each of our four protagonists seems to be stuck in a very
poor life. To be honest, I didn’t feel any desire to meet them,
and I left them after 186 pages without any regret or interest
in their future, although, or rather because, I had such a close
view of their ideas, their speculations and their clumsy ways
of wanting and avoiding contact.
Barbara Pym mercilessly presents to us their routines and
imaginations. Again, her account is so accurately sketched
and arranged, and could be a delightful read if her view on
ageing were not so bleak. We follow the four characters
through a lot of their daily trivia, we see Norman peeping at
girls playing netball or calling the police to get cars removed
and we witness Marcia in her dusty rooms eating mouldy
bread. Letty meditates after a dream ‘on the strangeness of
life, slipping away like this’.
I can only suggest that Barbara Pym showed us her view
of ageing, which is not the one I try to teach my students.

W

Reader’s Review

by Elizabeth Waugh
Helen Kitson, The Last Words of Madeleine Anderson
(Louise Walters Books, March 2019)
ur heroine, Gabrielle Price, cuts rather a lonely figure.
Many years ago she wrote a brilliant and extremely
successful novel but, while she has since had a few short
stories published, she has been unable to write a second. She
now lives alone in her early middle-age, and leads rather a
half-life, in a nondescript house in a nondescript village.
Gabrielle is a voracious reader and often pictures herself as a
character in her favourite novels. With a particular fondness
for the works of Barbara Pym, she is employed as a vicar’s
housekeeper, despite being an atheist, and sometimes helps
out a church events, fancying herself as an Excellent
Woman.

O
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The novel is a very satisfying read. The author builds the
tension slowly and carefully as we try to understand Simon’s
motivations. Ultimately he is a catalyst for Gabrielle,
awakening her to the realities of her life, and her inability to
connect properly with others. We learn of her ongoing grief
for Madeleine, the perfect best friend of her youth, who died
tragically young. Madeleine remains rather an unknowable
character, to family and friends as well as to the reader; we
learn of their intense friendship in childhood and the teenage
years, but the two start to drift apart as young adults, leaving
Gabrielle with probably very idealised memories. We also
slowly learn how Gabrielle has come to be stuck in this
lonely existence.
With its reflections on stunted opportunities and a
preference for living through other people’s stories, there is
a rather beautiful melancholy running through the book. The
ending, in Pym-like fashion, offers no fantastic resolution or
simple tidying up of plot. What it offers instead, far more
satisfyingly like real life, is a glimpse of a change in
circumstances, new friendships formed and efforts begun to
participate more fully in society. I really enjoyed the novel.
It is beautifully written, with some very vivid set pieces,
plenty of satisfying literary allusions, but also a profound
understanding of human frailties.
Elizabeth Waugh, who lives in London, is a member of
the Barbara Pym Fan Club on Facebook. She came across
Pym nearly 30 years ago, while she was visiting her
husband, who was studying at Oxford University. One day
she discovered Crampton Hodnet in a local bookshop in
Oxford, and since then she has enjoyed reading (and rereading) Barbara Pym’s novels.

Reader’s Review

by Rose Little
Betsy Hanson, Always Gardenia
(Bryant House Books, 2018)
etsy Hanson, a member of the Barbara Pym Society, is
an American author of several novels and is also one of
the winners of last year’s Ellen Miller Memorial Short Story

B
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Competition. Her latest novel, Always Gardenia (2018), is
set in a university English department in Seattle. The story
opens as middle-aged widow Gardenia Pitkin starts a new
job and observes the personalities at her office and their
involvement with each other. As administrative assistant she
goes out of her way to help Arnold, her boss, a comic
character who hopelessly tries to connect with a high-flying
colleague, Dr Laurel DuBarr.
Meanwhile she has an involvement of her own when the
attractive Lex, met casually in a coffee shop, takes a shine to
her and respectfully pursues her. She denies to everybody
that they have any relationship but the author keeps us
guessing for some time as to whether or not she will take a
step further with him.
The turns of the plot beguile us into following Gardenia
through both her working and home life. Throughout she is
worried about her son and her grandson because of her
carefree and selfish daughter-in-law, who puts her own
interests before those of her family. Gardenia’s lovable
dachshund comforts her for much in her life. The tone is
largely comic and lighthearted. The author claims to be
inspired by Barbara Pym but her voice is her own, rather
than reminding us of Pym’s.

Love and Marriage
in the Barbara Pym Society

by Jutta Schiller
ccording to Frank Sinatra, ‘love and marriage go
together like a horse and carriage’. But these two nouns
do not naturally go together for the protagonists in the
novels of Barbara Pym. Just think of Mildred Lathbury and
Everard Bone, or Dulcie Mainwaring and Aylwin Forbes.
Therefore it is somewhat surprising that at the centre of
the Barbara Pym Society is a couple who can look back in
May 2019 on a marriage of 50 years: Ann and Dan DiPietro.
As we learned from an article in the Sea Cliff/Glen Head
Herald Gazette, not only do they share the same interests in
literature, but they have become what we think Harry and
Sally (in the film When Harry Met Sally) might have
become after they got married and lived happily ever after. It
is always a pleasure to meet this couple at conferences in
Boston or Oxford and enjoy their company. The Barbara
Pym Society congratulates this extraordinary couple on their
50th wedding anniversary.
If you want to read more about the DiPietros go online:
http://www.liherald.com/stories/sea-cliff-couple-ann-anddan-dipietro-recall-the-past-50-years,111879

A
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Survey of Membership

by Deb Fisher and Jutta Schiller

ear Member,
D
Are there any comments you want to make to the
Barbara Pym Society that you have not so far had the

opportunity to raise? Or are there other things you would
like the Society to be doing? Do you have suggestions for
further activities?
Would you be willing to volunteer to help out in your
spare time? Do you read Green Leaves on paper or online?
Is there something that would make you more likely to
attend society meetings?
Questions like this and many more will be raised in a
survey compiled by the committee of the Barbara Pym
Society in order to get a better understanding of members’
views and needs and to gather information which could be
helpful in running the society.
Members who have given us permission to use their
e-mail address will receive a link to the survey in their mail.
They can fill in the survey online; there will be an easy
description of every step they can take. For those who have
no access to the internet there will be printouts available at
the next AGM (30 August–1 September 2019). The survey
will be anonymous unless you wish to fill in your name.
Of course, you do not have to participate if you do not
wish to, but it could be helpful for us to get to know the
members of the Barbara Pym Society and what they want.

The 2020 Ellen J. Miller Memorial
SHORT STORY COMPETITION
Monday 2 December 2019 is the deadline for
submitting original short stories that prominently
feature one or more characters from Barbara Pym’s
published novels, in any setting or situation the
author chooses. The first, second, and third place
winners will receive cash prizes of $250, $100, and
$50, respectively, plus complimentary registration
and meals at the North American Conference to be
held in Boston, MA, on 20–22
March 2020.
2020. The
The
20-22 March
winning entries will be announced and read at the
conference and will also be published on the
Society’s website and distributed to our membership
in the Spring 2020 issue of Green Leaves. If the
winner is unable to attend the conference, the story
will be read by a member of the Board or one of the
judges.
Complete
andsubmission
the submission
judges.
Complete
rules rules
and the
procedure
procedure
are posted
the website.
BPS website.
are posted
on theonBPS

Michael Macke, Judy Horn, Jutta Schiller, Ellen Miller,
Joan Drexler at Moya Restaurant in Oxford
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I once asked the late and much missed Michael Macke if
he read Pym in the original or in German and he firmly
replied he had always read her in the original. This is an
excerpt from his article from GL in Autumn 1999, the full
text of which can be read in the newsletter archives on the
BPS website.
—Rose Little

Pym in the German Classroom

by Michael Macke
suppose we’ve got many ways and means of making
German students talk about and appreciate English
literature, but teaching Barbara Pym’s novels seems to me
the most pleasant. I first discovered Barbara’s novels as a
student at Muenster University when we had to translate
from English to German a review of The Sweet Dove Died.
One of the first things I did when I moved from Germany to
Aberdeen the following year was to obtain one of her novels
and work my way through it. Its cosy ‘Englishness’ provided
a fascinating contrast to my life in the granite city in bonny
old Scotland.
When it came to teaching in German grammar schools, I
was determined to pass on some of my knowledge and
enthusiasm for Pym’s literary oeuvre to my students and I
have taught Pym ever since. My favourite novel has always
been Quartet in Autumn, as my long-suffering students could
confirm.
One of my main reasons for choosing this novel to teach
English to German fifth- and sixth-year students is a
pragmatic one. Being a chronicler of quiet and ordinary lives
in ordinary settings, Barbara Pym often uses everyday
vocabulary and expressions that are really used in Britain
and thus is a great help to foreign students.
Following her characters, not only into the bathroom (and
advising her readers on ‘softer and more becoming ways of
colouring one’s hair’) but also to the local library, the British
Museum, a self-service restaurant, their office, and other
equally ordinary places, Barbara not only gives a realistic
insight into everyday London, but also provides the teacher
with the most welcome opportunity of setting up vocabulary
exercises.
This teacher has also been known to indulge in lengthy
explanations about the London Underground, several
London boroughs, the British welfare system, the superiority
of a certain brand of oatcakes (sugar-free) and other
similarly important topics and aspects of British life.

I

Julie Davis worked in book, magazine and corporate
publishing as an editor and writer for over 25 years. She has
been an admirer of Barbara Pym for some time and wrote
this whimsical piece in 2007. She is a new member of the
Society having joined last year.

Laura Shapiro and Deirdre Bryan-Brown

Call for Papers

North American Conference, 20–22 March 2020
An Unsuitable Attachment

The organizing committee is seeking speakers for the 22nd annual North American conference, to be held at Harvard
Law School on 20–22 March 2020. Proposals that are relevant to the featured novel, An Unsuitable Attachment, or that
deal with themes that span multiple Pym novels, are encouraged, but proposals on any topic relevant to Pym studies will be
considered.
Speakers receive an honorarium of $500, a waiver of the conference registration fee, and complimentary conference
meals. Please send an abstract of 150-250 words, accompanied by brief biographical details, by Monday 11 November
2019 to Tom Sopko, North American Organizer, at barbarapymsociety@gmail.com with the subject heading “2020
Conference Proposal.”
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Remembering Ellen Miller (1933–2009)

by Judy Horn

mailed. All of us who helped were glad to do so as, excellent
hostess that she was, she turned the occasion into a party.
I hope I speak for all who knew her in saying that we miss
her dearly and remain in awe of her achievements. Now it
takes a Board of nine to accomplish what she did by herself!

Ellen and Joel studying Scrabble words on the boat

I

t is hard to believe that 10 years have passed since the
death of Ellen Miller.
Ellen organized the first North American conference of
the Barbara Pym Society in 1999. Since she worked as head
of the audio-visual department at Harvard Law School, she
was able to secure Austin Hall as the venue of the annual
North American Conference. We still meet there.
Ellen and I became friends in 1980, having met at the
Scrabble club we attended (and which I still direct) and
became aware of our mutual Anglophilia. One March she
told me that she would not be able to be at an annual
Scrabble tournament we had always gone to together
because she had scheduled a conference for the same time. I
asked her about it and when she told me about Barbara Pym,
I asked which book I should read. She recommended Some
Tame Gazelle, and when I read it I recalled having read it
before, so I became a fan. Later, on a Scrabble cruise, which
I unfortunately was unable to take, Ellen met Joel Horn.
When I later met him in Detroit and told him I was from
Boston, he asked if I knew Ellen Miller. Oh, yes, I did! At
our wedding, Ellen was my matron of honor.
I think Ellen would be
very proud of the progress
the Society has made. North
American membership has
almost doubled, and the
annual conference attracts
well over 100 attendees, both
Society members and nonmembers,
as
well
as
members from England and
other countries.
Ellen was devoted to the
Society and attended the
My matron of honor
Annual General Meeting
(AGM) in Oxford every year.
I was delighted to be able to
join her on this trip several
times, the last being just
before her death. On that trip
we also spent a few days in
London
visiting
the
Kensington Palace exhibit of
the clothing of Princess
My matron of honor
Diana and attending a
wonderful concert at the Albert Hall.
Ellen ran the NA Chapter on her own, asking for help
only when Green Leaves, which she edited, was being
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Website: barbara-pym.org
E-mail: barbarapymsociety@gmail.com
On Facebook: search for ‘Barbara Pym Society’
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Chair: Deb Fisher
Secretary: Alison Felstead
Treasurer: Eileen Roberts
Membership Secretary: Lorraine Mepham:
l.mepham@lineone.net
Editor, Green Leaves: Jutta Schiller:
juttaschiller19@gmx.de
Assistant Editor, Green Leaves: Christine Shuttleworth
Technical Editor, Green Leaves: Judy Horn
Committee: Kathy Ackley (NA representative),
Lucia Costanzo, Paul Howard, Sandra Margolies,
Christine Shuttleworth, Tom Sopko (NA organizer)
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Maggie Parsons: mildredlathbury69@gmail.com
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Mrs Frances Atkin, The Rt Rev Richard Harries, Tom Holt,
Professor Peter Lloyd, Alexander McCall Smith,
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The Barbara Pym Society
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In North America
North American Organizer: Tom Sopko
Conference Registrar: Donna Safreed
Treasurer and Merchandise: Jordan Bach
Membership Secretary: Judy Horn
Board: Kathy Ackley, Barbara Boles, Denise Marois-Wolf,
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Coming Events
Please visit barbara-pym.org for details.
AGM & Conference
Friday 30 August – Sunday 1 September 2019
St Hilda’s College, Oxford, UK
Jane and Prudence
North American Conference
Friday 22 – Sunday 22 March 2020
Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Massachusetts
An Unsuitable Attachment
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Gloria Nakamura, Betsy Hanson

Elizabeth Snyder, Louise Smith, Elena Egan

Tom Sopko, Deb Fisher

Friday night buffet

Judy & Joel Horn, Isabel Stanley

Lloyd Miller, Richard McKeon, Richard Mayberry,
Erich Helmuth, Jordan Bach

Yvonne Cocking, Charles Gilbert,
Jane Peyton

Sonya Dunne, Carole Ryder, Sally Buffington

Ann Mason, Isabel Stanley

Frances Denmark, Alan Feld, Beth Elliott

Thank you to BJ Wagner for many of the photos in this issue
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